Series 20 Frameless Shower Enclosures with no Top Header

High-quality materials and alternative gasketing techniques
give these enclosures the look and feel of pure glass. Since most
projects are made to order, there is no limit on the opportunity
for creative expression.
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1. PREMIUM HINGES

Our hinges are of the highest quality available and
cycle tested 30,000 times. 5º pressure for when
stop seal or miter is used or 180º self centering for
in/out swings are both available.
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2. 90º WALL CLIP

Fastened through the glass and into the wall to
maximize stability and safety.
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3. DOOR SEAL OPTIONS
Non-mitered doors feature self-centering hinges
to ensure a true closure. Mitered doors have 5º
offset pressure hinges so that the door edges and
compression seal gaskets maintain watertight
contact.
4. TUBULAR PULL HANDLE

Standard 6” through-glass pull handles. A variety
of styles are available to suit any décor.*

REMOVEABLE
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5. LEAK PROOF DOORS
Available in easy to replace plastic design,
permanent aluminum, or plated over brass with
tiny replaceable “T” gasket below. Shown with
optional curb dam for additional leak prevention.

PERMANENT
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6. UNIQUE CHANNEL SYSTEM

Bottom channel has an indent below to conceal
caulking sealant. Glass rests on rubber blocks
secured with black caulk to avoid discoloration.

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS*

To ensure the utmost in safety, all tempered safety
glass is compliant with all ANSI and consumer
product safety commission specifications, as well as
the even more stringent SGCC specifications.

Clear glass is available in 3/8” or 1/2” thickness.
Privacy and decorative glass options are also
available. Can upgrade to StarphireTM
ultra-clear glass and/or VistaShield®
low-maintenance coating.

All exposed glass edges are polished.

Visit one of our
showrooms or call

800.633.3667

STRATFORD Headquarters
260 Hathaway Drive
Stratford, CT 06615

NORWALK

651 Connecticut Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06854

Framing options include high-quality 6463-T5
aluminum alloy, or brilliantly plated over real
brass.
We have channels and hardware options to meet
all styles and price points.

EASTCHESTER

447 White Plains Road
Eastchester, NY 10709

*Upcharge applies.

